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when ulricks cousin comes to town things get a little more exiting. He becomes part of the crew but
when this happens Xana gets a bit stronger.
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1 - 1 How he got here

Chapter 1

Its Devons first day in town and hes about to discover a very deep secret. He moves in with Ulrich and
Odd (kiwi seems to like him). *ON TO STORY* "Hi Ulrich Whats up Odd" Odd chokes "How do you
know my name?" "Ulrich told me about all of you guys Hope to see your friends soon. Later in the day
Devon meets Jeremy and Aleita Yumi too. Soon Devon hears Jeremys computer go off "Xana Alert"
"can i come" Devon says Jeremy said "NO!" and all of them ran to reach the super computer. Devon
Followed He discovered The WHOLE thing and wanted to try out one of the scanners and when he was
virualized he was shocked now he fights allong side All the others , but when Xana Finds out he does
something about it.

to be continued..........



2 - 2-What Xana thinks

Chapter 2

Its the next day Devon wakes up and sees odd and ulrick have left the room. He goes to Jeremy.
Jeremys head is on his desk hid hands are covering his head Jeremy is crying. yumi and Aleita are also
in the room they are crying as well. devon asks "whats going on?" Jeremy Explains that X.A.N.A took
odd and ulrick hostage and wants aleitas memory. Devon sees that it is a tough time and wants to help
but has no plan. Jeremy says there is a activated tower but there are 30 crabs in the way and they can
destroy them without odd and ulrick. Devon says that they might need other help. Devon suggests that
they get sissys help and from william.
so they do that all 5 of them are transferd to lyoko. Jeremy starts the countdown and says you might
need my help he runs to the scanner and for his 2nd time is in lyoko.



3 - 3-To easy

Chapter 3
they all are in lyoko devon aleita and yumi show jeremy sissy and william how to attack and stuff "try not
to commit Suicide".Devon yelled and they all laughed! I miss odd said aleita i miss his horable jokes too.
then they see the 30 krabs coming their way Devon gets ready attacks with his spikes and kills 5 crabs
with 6 spikes "woow that was easy" then he got shot and lost 15 life points." gotta stay in control".
Jeremy throws his ninja stars and kills 2 out of his 3 stars. then a taranchula comes. Devon threw 8
spikes killed 10 krabs!. sissy blows a sonic call and destroys all the krabs. but now there where 40
krankulats and 1 taranchula she used her call again and killed every monster aleita ran to the tower
deactivated it and brought back Ulrick and Odd but little did they no Xana was getting stronger and
stronger!
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